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ABSTRACT 
Training and·employment.needs of food eervice employees in 
selected West Tennessee nursing homes were investigated. Personnel. 
problems, managerial qualifications, an4 labor turnover also were 
studied. Information was.obtained by means of questionnaires and·per­
�onal interviews. A randomized sample consisted.of 14 large nursing 
homes (50 beds and over) and·ll small·nursing hom�s (25 to 50 beds). 
Less than half of the.nursing homes surveyed were.conducting 
or parttcipating in training programs. Where training was.taking-place, 
the skills and knowledge considered most important:for the parti�µlar 
group were not always the ones be�ng taught. Managers of large nursing 
homes considered training to.be the responsibility of the.nursing home •. 
Manaaers.of small nursing homes indicated in most cases that the· 
responsibiiity for training should be shared by the nursing home and 
outside agencies. 
Lack.of qualified personnel was the most frequent response to. 
questions concerning problems related to personnel. Ot�er problems 
mentioned,were labor turnover, low pay, peraonnel·at�itudes, use of 
special equipment and sanitation. 
Qualifications. for food.service managers as desired by 
administrators.generally were education an4 experience in the.food. 
service industry. Present available·positions for dieti�ians and 
food service managers were indicated, but no current need for food 
iii 
preparation workers, food service workers, or .food sanitation.workers 
was reported. However, anticipated future employme�t needs iQcluded. 
personnel for ea�h employee.category with food preparation worker most 
frequently forecaste4 t9 be needed. 
iv· 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The importance of training for personnel ln nur�ing home.food. 
services.has been widely recognized (Stewart.!£..!!.• , 1970). Rising 
costs have made the food service manager acutely aware of the.need. 
for an efficient and preductive labor force. Industry has recognized 
that the ex�ent of training de�ermines the.efficiency of.an organiza­
tion and therefore has spent large amounts of money in training 
employees (Strauss!£...!!.•, 196 7). Proper training improves skills, 
knowledge and,productivity as well as reducing labor turnover and .  
creating a feeling of competence and respect (Anon. , 1970a). 
Through.the years the food service industry has had.difficulty 
with such problems as.high,employee.turnover.rat�s, low sala�ies, poor· 
working conditions &Q.d·the lack of prestige or status generally 
associated wit� food service employment (Lundberg.!£_ al. , 1964). Some 
authoriti�s feel that as much.as 80 to 90 percent of the food service 
work force may be composed of this group.(Welch, 1966). Hall. (1970) 
point�d out tha� the most cru�ial problem the food service industry 
faces in the new decade is to o�tain trained.personnel and.to retrain 
the vast.numbers of qualified men and women.needed to support.the 
industry's growth. New ideas and·approaches must be found. If not, 
expansion probably will not keep up with public demands for quality 
product and·service. McGonnell !£_ al. (1970) reported that with 
1 
expanding hospitals and extended.care institutions, there is .. a growing 
need for trained hospital personnel . A continuing training prog�am 
could increase enthusiasm, e�ance morale, and encourage.personnel 
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to develop their skills . Fo�d systems are.faced with demands.not known. 
a decade ago (Zobler !£..!!•, 1970) such as increased production, qu�lity 
service, and maintenance o� an opti111&l balance between labor and food, 
costs. La�or, space, equipment, and supervisory costs in dietary 
departments are escalating, and trained manpower resources are limited. 
Piper (1970) and Graning (1970) noted that one answer.to the problem 
lies in the training of more dietary technicians, food service managers, 
and dietary aides to relieve the dietitian of some,of the routine 
duties. Health facilities may be advised to provide courses.of instruc­
tion to upgrade the skills of food service personnel. 
The growth.of technology in health care units, ac�ording to 
Kopelke (1970), has created a gap between.many employees' abilities and 
the increased technical demands of their jobs. Improvement· of employee, 
skills is a growing need.in all health care un�ts. 
Because of these increased . demands and·thJ ne�d for improvement 
of employee skills in the food.service industry, the present study was 
conducted to identify the personnel training needs, skills and.knowledge 
of food service personnel in selected nursing homes in West Tenne�see. 
The purposes of this study were: (1) to identify present.training 
needs for food service personnel in selected nursing home dietary 
departments in West Tennessee; and·(2) to contribute basic factual 
informatiou needed for the development of educational programs for the 
food service industry throughout the state . 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In co�trast·to the problE!lils of the food.service in social 
institutions that cater largely to "those who have" are the problems 
of institutions established as,an aid to "those who.have not" (West 
!!.!!.•, 1�66). These organizations serve low-income groups and fre� 
quently provide complete care for the young, the old, and the physi-
cally and·mentally handicapped. With 20 million senior citizens in t�e 
nation's nursing homes, the industry's.administrators and dietitians·are· 
faced with a future of problems, pi�falls, and profits. Th�·fan�astic 
growth �f the nur,ing home.industry, particularly since 1954, is in 
d�rect response to this mo�t pressing need. While this g;owth is in·part· 
attributable to a growing concern for the problems of the aged, massive 
government programs launched in connection with the.social security 
system have.had the most marked effect. The American Nation•l·Nursing 
Hom� Association, through-a recent survey, se� the growth rate·of .licensed 
nursing hQmes at 151 beds per.day, seven days a week (Sanstadt, 197Q). 
Accerding to West!£. al. (1966) the inclusion of.trained-food super� 
visors on the .staff of these homes is not always.financially possible, 
but progress is being made, as indicated by an increasing number of 
appointments of state dietitians� 
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I. MANPOWER NEEDS 
According to Piper.(1970) an estimated 3.S·million persons were 
employed.in health occupation� in 1967,. By·l975, the figure estimated 
to be more than five million. At.present, more.than 806,500 persons are 
working in ,wha_t are termed the "alliec;l health" occupations, (dietitians, 
technicians, and s�pportive workers) and by 1975, nearly a 40 percent 
increase is expected. By 1980• a figure of over 1.3 million or·approxi­
mately one-fifth of the total health m•npower is predicted to be.needed 
for increased patient care. Kotschevar.(1969) estimated a need for 300,000 
new workers each year.in the food service industry until 1980, an. 
approxi�te 7 percent increase annu4lly. Winter (1969) provided an 
estimate·of 150,000 openings annually in the industry through the mid 
1970's. However, he attributed most,of the demand for additiqnal employees 
to the result of turnover, In cont�ast, Burrit� (1967) predicted.fewer 
employees in.the kitchens of tomorrow in that a continuous increase·of. 
labor expense for the industry was anticipated. 
According to Jones (1970), nursing homes need.more,employee� 
due to individual attention, as _well as a highly tecQnical·st•ff and· 
well�trained·managen,.ent teams, than do food and motel services. In 
such a relatively young industry, well�trained,management teams are·in, 
short supply. A 1968 Manpower-Administration survey of the nursing 
hom� ind�st,ry, conducted through the nation's training and :employment 
services, revealed that: (1)· as of March, 1968, th�re were 25, ooq 
unfilled job vacancies in the industry; and (2) resignations in.nursing 
homes.were exceptionally high among nurses' aids, maintenance. workers, 
cooks and other food service workers (Anon. , 1970b). 
Ko�schevar.(1970) reported that the Economic·Development 
Administration of the U. s. Department·of Commerce predicted that by 
5' 
· 1975 the 25 largest cities in the country will have a potential shortage 
o� 2. 9 million jobs, causing a competitive labor.market. Low wage·rates 
prevalent.in the food service industry cause workers to be,drawn away. 
to more money and fringe benefits. This will compound the shortage 
already caused by an.increase·in voluu;ie. The food service industry is 
being outbid by other fields for personnel. However, wages are.rising 
of.necessity; and the question .is, once wages become·competitive, wi�l 
other industries continue to outbid the food.service industry in the, 
intangibles, offering pride, st�tus, accomplishment, a fut�re, and·a 
conviction that management cares about them (�on. , 1970a). 
It·i• true that substantially increased numbers of.health·manpower 
are and:will be needed. However, if additional personnel·are employed 
in the present manner and·within the present patterns and systems.of 
care, they will not·avert, .or .even alleviate, the crisis. Untess.the 
system is improved, health care will continue to become less satisfactory� 
even.though there are massive increases in.cost.and numbers of _personnel 
(Graning, 1970). O'Donovan (1969) stated that·th$ procurement and 
maintenance of.a high quality executive staff is crucial to. the 1 survival .  
of the health care facilities system •. The future depends upon.the 
vitality of its .managerial structure. Key people must be energetic, 
dynamic, an4 imaginative; they must be able to come up with new ideas 
and·imprevements consistent with .the rapidly changing technological 
environment and methods. 
II. TRAINING NEEDS 
� £!!. Education 
The growth of technology in health care units, according to 
Kopelke (1970), has created a gap between many employees' abilities 
and the increased technical demands of their jobs •. In·the past, 
sophisticated academic skills were not necessary for satisfactory 
employee performance in supportive .. services such as housekeeping, 
maintenance, food.service, and laundry. Therefore, employees with 
less than a high school educatiQn could function effectively in these 
and:many other positions. The demands of hospitals', increasingly 
comple� .services have necessitated changes in job scope which require 
the establishment of specialized jobs to.perform t�e tasks at hand, 
ImP.rovement of employee skills is a growing need in all health care· 
units. 
Perry (1970) stated that the greatest need.in educational 
programs at all·levels is close communication among all.individuals 
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and at 1 .all levels. Decisiqns for change, then, ca� be based. on colla­
borative efforts and plans, the real precursors of a.lear�ing atmosphere 
where attitudes.and feeling are as important .as te�niques.and·skil�s. 
Ac�ording te Per�y, new programs in the.allied health professions 
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represent one of the most far-reaching innovations in education for 
health careers in several decades. Educational programs must be designed 
with. statements of objectives and-evaluation .of·role, functions, and 
duties to.match the prepared ,job descriptions and·analysis. An orderly 
tran�ition from the traditions ,of the past to t�e goals and needs of 
the.future was noted by Skarupa (1969). Ad�inistrators.must\establish 
a system.whicQ assures that.the effort for change is.continuous, proper, 
an� systematic. Education in an educational institution and·in.a seryice. 
agency are acknowledged to be separate and.dist�nct, butrthei� efforts 
can be complementary. Manpower needs are so great that many of.the 1 
educational institutions have little time or money available·for con-, 
tinuing education. 
Hospital pereonnel directors were noted.by Urbine (1970) as 
becoming increasingly aware of the lack·of applicants for practically 
all levels and divisions of labor. 
Existing Training Programs 
According to McConnell,!!. al •. (1�70), with hospitals expanding 
and extended care institutio�s multiplying, there is a growing need 
for trained hospital personnel. Some form of a.continuing training 
program could increase enthusiasm, enhance morale; and encourage 
personnel to develop their skills to a higher degree. Hall (1970) 
pointed out.that the most c�ucial problem the food.service industry 
faces in the new decade is.obtaining training and retraining the. vast 
numQers.of qualified men·and women·needed to support the industry's 
growth. New ideas and new.approaches must be found and implemented 
in a unified industry front. Otherwise, expansion may not keep up 
with expanded public demands for quality product and service. Bennett 
(1968) also stated that one of the greatest problems relat1n$ to the· 
hospital �npower shortage is the absence of long-range training and· 
development programs which are integrated and coordinated. One of .the 
most i�portant aims in dealing with the problem should be to strengthen 
the training and personnel programs of the hospital as well as util!za­
tion of those outside the hospital. 
Weimer (1966) thought.that a practical answer. to the problem 
of few and.poorly qualified applicants in the food service industry 
1'light·be more.emphasis on-training programs. This would.contribute 
to the use of existing hospital personnel in an efficient and effective 
manner. 
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According to Moore (1964), lack of time and ahortaije of professional 
staff:result in few well organized training programs for food service 
employees. Piper (1970) and Graning (1970) noted that one answer to the 
preblem lies in the training of more dietary technicians, food service 
managers, and dietary aides to relieve.the dietitian-of some·of.the more 
routine duties. Upgrading the skills of these assistants, provides a 
challenge to the dietitian and.management to .use their professional 
talents tQ enable them to function at their optimum performance level. 
Health facilities may be adivsed.to provide similar courses of ins�ruc-­
tion to upgrade the skills of food service personnel. 
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A 1963 survey regarding food.service management in American 
Hospital Association member hospital, showed a shortage. of professional· 
dietittans. and emphasized the need for trained-food service supervisors 
(An�n. , 1964). In.another study in-the District of Columbia, public 
school(and hospital personnel agreed that the foo4 service .supervisors 
were the group most in need of training. This also is a group.for which: 
training would be beneficial. A t�aining program was developed.by the 
Industrial and.Adult Educatioµ Department of the public school system 
under.the guidance of hospital dietitians. Classes included organiza­
tion and management of food service, basi� foods and nutriti�n courses, · 
sanitation, and.use and· care of.equipment. Pr�grammed instruction, 
which was developed .at ._the University of Missouri Medic$! ·Center was 
used successfully in the.teaching of.food sanitation to non-professional· 
·personnel (Styer�.!!·, 1963). Ac�ording to Moore !£..al. (�967), on� 
of the most important uses of such training media is to t�ach technical 
information needed in hospitals, nu�sing homes, schools, and·restaurants. 
Sumbingco et al. (1969) and Chidester (1967) also recognized programmed, ' --
instruction as a great potential .for training workers who are.unaccus-. 
tomed to studying and reading. 
In.a study by.Peay (1969), 25 licensed Tennessee·hospitals, which 
were considered representative of size, geographical location, type of 
food service and planned expansion, we�e selected for a pilot study of 
personnel training and·employment.needs of hospital food services •. 
Fift�en of the 25 administrators considered employee .training to be one 
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o� their major problems relating to food service personnel. Otqer 
problems frequently mentioned· were employee turnover and personnel· 
shortage •. The qualifications administrators desired in food.service 
managers were American Dietetic Associatiqn membership, tecbnical kn�w­
ledge.in the dietary field, ad�inistrative or managerial skills and 
knowledge of.human relations. Managers stated. that food service .work­
shops would be the most.helpful type of continuing education program 
fer their particular job. As the skill and· level of training decreased, 
more training.programs were reported by ho�pitals. Food,service managers 
indicated that training should be a hospital responsibility in such 
areas as menu and diet terminology, work simplification, food.item. 
terminology and storage. an� some aspects.of food preparation. Th�y· 
generally agreed that training for managerial personnel could.be done 
best by an. outside agency in t;he .maj.ority of. the ·areas list4!d. With. 
the exception of managerial personnel; training for food service personnel· 
in most.of the areas listed was considered a shared responsibility. 
In a study by Alphin (1970) , employment and training needs of 
food service employees in.selected Middle Tennessee hospitals were 
investigated. Training needs were a frequently mentioned-personnel 
problem. Other problems were undesirable work schedules, low wages, and 
poor management of employees. Labor turnover was mentioned·by some .. 
administrators and tended to increase as hospital size increased. In 
contrast to Peay's study, managers tended to indicate that training 
should be the responsibility of the hospital rather than a sh4red 
responsiQility. 
Training is important, not just .  to get the ,job done but becau�e 
the new employees will achieve success which Ul4kes .them feel.coinpeten� 
and.respected (Anon., 1970a). The possibility of inservice training 
11 
of personnel already on.the job also should not be overlooked. Partici­
pation in workshops and conferences, as well as form.al-instruction, 
can·be of enormous importance.in gaining the support of all personnel 
in working to improve the nutritional aspects of patient care (Graning, · 
1970). 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
This study was part of a larger survey designed to evaluat� the 
needs for trained food service personnel in health care facilities in· 
Tennessee (Peay, 1969; Foster, 1970� Alphin, 1970}. A survey of.selected . 
nursing homes was conducted by me�ns of questionnaires and·personal· 
in�erviews. 
Questionnaires II and�III (Appendix.A) were pretested in three 
nursing hom�s in�Jackson, Tennessee, before.being mailed to the .selected. 
nursing homes. These were not included in the selected samples, 
I. SELECTION OF NURSING HOMES 
1 Letters were sent to 45·licensed nursing homes· in West Tennessee� 
Those.of less than 25 beds were eliminated since it was,assumed·th�t the 
food·service departments in these were too small to obtain the informa­
tion needed.for this investigation •. Questionnaire I (Appendix A} was 
sent to the 45 nursing homes. Random selection of 25 nursing homes.was 
made from the group responding to Questionnaire I. Th�se were grouped 
acco�ding to bed.capacity into two categeries: (1). 25-SO beds; and· (2) 
50-300 beds. The small category consisted of 11 nursing homes and the 
1raken from th� Directory of Nursing Homes, 1969 (Nashville: 
Ho�pit�l ·Licensing Board, Nashville, Tennessee}. 
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large group.of.14 •. The total sample used in this study consis�ed of 
nursing homes ranging from 26 to 300 beds (Table:VII, Appendix A). 
II. SURVEY OF N�ING HOMES 
13 
Questionnaire II (Appendix A). was.numbered, coded and mailed to 
all.nursing homes selected, witb a letter of explanation requesting 
appointment for. a personal·in�erview with the administrator and the. food 
service manager. The questionnaire contained a description of five job 
classifications (manage�ial, supervisory, food prepara�ion worker, food 
service worker, 4Uld food sanitation worker) and·the tasks, skills and 
knowledge required of personnel in each classification. The·food service 
manager was asked to list any additional-tasks he thought._were,required: 
for any classification. He ·also indicated the areas in which he.thought 
training should.be a nursing h�me responsibility; th� responsibility of 
governmental, educational or professional agencies; .a shared or mutual 
responsibility between nursing homes and·other agencies; and.the areas. 
in which the food service personnel in that µursing home had-previously. 
been.trained. The manager.was asked to indicate the areas of skills 
and knowledge which were most important for profic;ent.job performance. 
Part I of Questionnaire III (Appendix A) was. completed at the 
time of the interview with.the nursing home administrator •. If ·the 
administrator was not .available for the scheduled interview, hi� assistant· 
was int�rviewed. Open-end type questions were asked concerning th� 
administrator's major problems related to food service personnel; the 
qu$lifications,required for food service managers, and·present and:futur� 
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positions available for dietitians and·managers. Part:II of Questionnaire 
Ill was completed during the interview held with the person in charge 
o� the food.service department. Questions were asked pettaining to 
the educational background of the food sex-vice manager, types of continu­
ing ed�cation programs attended by food service personnel, anq the.type, 
considered most valuable. Questionnaire III included pertinent informa­
tio� related to plans for additional food.service employees. Categories 
including vac•ncies which occurred at the time of the survey, occurred 
most often and were most difficult.to fill. Questionnaire II, which:had 
been mailed to the manager, was collected at the time .of the int�rview. 
Data obtained from nursing home ad�inistrators,and food service 
managers were tabulated and· a percent of the total-of employee responses· 
calculated for each of-the two nursing home cat�gories. 
CH�TER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Personnel:traioing and employment needs of.foed,service departments 
in. 25-randomly se;e�ted nursing homes in.West Tennessee were studied. 
Nursing homes wer� grouped.into two categories, la�ge (50 and over beds) 
and sma11·(25-50 beds). Th� large group consisted of 14 nursing ho�es· 
and the small group of 11 homes. A s�rvey of the food·service depart­
ments in these nursing hemes was conducted by use of questionnaires. 
and personal interyiews with the nursing home administrator.and·the 
food service manager. 
I. GENERAL·CHARACTERISTICS OF NURSING HOME'FOOD 
SERVICE DEPARTMENTS 
Of the 45 licensed nursing homes receiving Questionnaire I· 
(Appendix A), 33 _homes (73 percent) responded. Th�· 25 nursing homes 
s�rveyed were s�lec�ed from this group. Of the 14. nursing homes.in· 
the large category, 13 (92 percent) reported that the food service 
department was operated by the.nursing hqme·(Table I). One.was operated 
by a contracted.food.service. Eight of the food service departments 
(73 percent) in the small nursing home.group were operated by the 
nursing hom�, on� by contracted food service, and.two were operated by 
a hospital. Administrators of 73 percent.of the small nursing hom�s· 
reported tha.t the food service department received regular services of 
15 
TABLE ._I 
TYPES OF MANAGEMENT OF·FOOD SERVICE DEPAR'IMENTS AND EMPLOYMENT OF· 
DIETITIANS AND CONSULTANTS IN �E NURSING HOME SAMPLE8 
16 
Nursing Home.Capacity 
Largeti Sma11c 
Nursing Home 
Contracted Food Service 
Hosp.ital 
Dietary Consultant 
Registered Dietitian. 
8Expressed as percents. 
92 
7 
7 
73 
9 
18 
73  
b . . 
Large sainple in�luded 14 nursing homes in West Tennessee, 50 
hede or larger. 
C 
S�all.smnple included·ll nursinJ pom,s in·West Tennessee, 
2?-50 beds. 
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a diet�ry consultant. Ad�inistrators of 71 percent of the,large nursing 
homes indicated the use of a dietary consultant:in the feed service. 
One,nursing home in the .large group had a dietitian in charge of the 
food,service department. Ten of the large nursing homes (71 percent) 
served meals to persoQnel.as well as to residents, and six (43 percent) 
served meals to visitors. Six of the,11 small nursing homes·(54 percent) 
served.meals to personnel as well as residents, and three served.to 
others in addition to personnel and.residents. 
Two of the large ho�es.indicated definite plans for expansion 
within.the next five years. However, 71 percent reported no
.
plans· 
for an expansion program within that time period. One of the large 
homes·planned for an expansion of 16 beds, another for an.expansien of 
41 beds. A t�ird recognized a possibility for a 30 bed expansion.but 
had not made definite plans. 
Jn the,small nursing homee 36 percent of the homes .expresse4 
plans for expansion and 64 percent reported no planned expansion within· 
five years. Plans for expansions of.the small.nursing homes:included 
20, 30, 36, and 48 additional beds. 
II. TRAINING RESPONSIBILITIES 
Questionnaire II (Appendix.A), which .was mailed to food service 
managers, asked for opinions concerning the responsibilities .and· 
importance of training for nursing home food service personnel. 
. � 
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Managerial Category 
None of the large nursing homes in the group surveyed were 
conducting any type of managerial training at.th� tim• of the survey 
(Table·II). One small nursing home indicated training in.quantity 
food1preparation and service, menu planning, and·use and;care of equip­
ment. Managers from 93 percent of the large and 44 percent of the small· 
nursing homes thought management principles to be the most important 
skills and knowledge for this category , Human relations was second, 
in importance to managers of both.large and.small nursing homes, 
Layout.and design of equipment and plant.was considered least important 
by managers of large homes. Layout.and design of equipment, use-and· 
care of equipment, quantity food preparation and service, record keeping, 
and personnel administration were considered least.important by managers 
of small homes. These findings are in agreement with those of Peay 
(1969), Alphin (1970) and Wilson (1970). 
In general, managers of large nursing homes indicated training 
as the responsibility of,an outside agency. Large nursing homes con� 
sid�red the nursing home and outside agencies equally responsible for 
training in personnel administ�ation. Managers of small nursing homes 
indicated managerial training to be the responsibility of.the nursing 
home more frequently than of an outside agency. Me�u planning was con­
sidered a shared responsibility , Peay (1969) and·Wilson (1970) also found. 
that more food service managers considered that managerial training should 
be the responsibility of an outside agency. However, Alphin (1970) 
TABLE,II 
FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS' RESPONSESa RELATING TO MANAGERIAL TRAINING 
Rea2Qllsibilitt 
Skills and Knewledge 
Management principles 
Food procurement 
Record.keeping (financial,· 
personnel) 
Human relations 
Communications. 
Layout and design of 
equipment and plant· 
Human nutrition and food 
science 
Quantity food preparation 
and:service 
Menu planntng 
Personnel administration 
Use and,care of equipm�nt 
Presently 
Training 
LargeD Small c 
-- ---- --
-- ---- --
-- --
--
-- --
9 -- 9 
-- 9 
8Expressed as percents. 
Most - Outside 
ImJ!!rtant Nursins Heme M8D5I 
Large Small· Lar•• Small Large Small 
93 44 43 44 36 36 
21 9 43 64 36 27 
21 - 57 91 36 9 
43 27 36 54 43 18 
14 9 36 27 43 36 
-- -- 43 ., 54 29 36 
14 18 14 18 64 54 
21 -- 29 27 43 44 
21 9 21 18 50 18 
21 -- 43 64 43 18 
21 -- 29 36 50 36 
b Large sample.included 14 nurstµg hemes·in West,Tennesse�, 50:b�ds or'larger •. 
C ·  Small sample included 11 nurstng �omes in West Tennessee, 25-?q beds. 
: 
Shared 
Large 
29 
21 
7 
·21 
21 
29 
21 
29 
29 
29 
21-
Small 
18 
9 
27· 
36 
9 
27 
27 
64 
18 
27 
f-J 
\0 
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reperted that managers of both the small and . large haspitals designated . 
training . to be the responsibility of the hospital or a shared responsi­
bility. 
Supervisor¥ Category 
One large nursing home indicat�d training was being conducted 
for the skills and knowledge listed witn the . exception of human . rela� 
tions, communications, an� mathematics as related to cost control. · 
Ni�e percent (one) of .the small nursing homes 1 �ndicated training only 
in the use and , care of equipment (Table III) . 
Managers of .large nursing homes regarded principles of nutrition 
and· diet th�rapy as most important .for supervisors and mathematics , 
as related to cost control as least important. Alphin (1970) ·also 
found , that �anaaers , regarded . priincipl�s of nutrition and . diet ,therapy 
as impertant · knowledse for supervisors. Managers of small nursing homes 
indicated more frequently that human relations is . the most i�portant. 
skill for a supervieor with use and care of equipment, matl)ematics 
as - related to cost control, and · effective use of . non-supervisory personnel. 
maintaining records least important. In general managers of large 
nursing hqmes , considered training for the supervisory category . to be . 
the responsibility of the nursing home for all areas of skills and· 
knowledge.except principl�s of nutrition and diet th�rapy which in 
most , cases was considered as the responsibility of an outside agen�y. 
Opinions from managers in large nursing homes concerning responsibility 
for training in menu te_rminology and coi=uni�ations were equally divided 
TABLE III 
FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS' RESPONSES8 RELATING TO SUPERVISORY , TRAINING 
Presently Most · 
Training Important 
Respensibility 
Outside 
Agency Shared 
Skills and Knowledae Largeb · Smallc Large ����11 · 
Nursing Home 
Larae Small Larg• Small · 'Large Small 
Menu terminology 
Principles of nutrition and 
diet therapy 
Use and care of equipment · 
Human relat�ons 
Communications 
Sanitary and safety 
standards 
Mathematics as related to 
cost control 
Principles and standards of 
quantit y £004 service and 
preparatiqn 
Effective use of noh­
supervisery p�rso�nel . 
main�aining r��ar9s 
8Expressed : as percents. 
7 
7 · 
7 
7 
7 
7 
9 
14 
50 
21 
36 
36 , 
43 
7 
36 
7 
9 
27 
36. 
18 
27 
9 
36 
36 
57 
43 
36 
57 
57 
51 
64 
54 
18 
64 
36 
18 
27 
27 
1� 
82 
29 
50 
14 
29 
29 
21 
21 
29 
14 
9 
44 
18 
18 
27 
36 
44 
36 
9 · 
bLarge sample included 14 qursing .�omes in West 1ennessee , 50 beds or larger. 
: ' ' ! . 
cSma+l · s�ple .includ�d . 11 nursing pomes · in �est ;ennessee, 25-5� beds. 
36 
27 
27 
27 
36 
43 
36 
29 
36 
36 
36 
18 
44 
54 
36 
27 
44 
9 
N 
t,-a 
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between the nursing home and shared . Peay (1969) reported that mc;,re 
than half of the total managers in her study indicated that all · training 
for supervisors should be a shared . responsibility . 
Training related to human relations , communications , an� principles 
of quantity food service and preparation were considered shared responsi­
bilities in small nursing homes . Training in use and care of equipment , 
and mathematics as related to . cost control was regarded as an outside 
agency responsibility . Me�u terminology , use and . care of equipment ,  
and effective use o f  non-supervisory personnel maintaining records were 
considered nursing home . responsibilities . 
� Preparation Workers 
Only 21 percent or less of · the managers of large nursing homes . 
indicated present training for all listed skills and knowledge in this 
category. All employees of one large nursing home attended inservice 
training related to all areas except human relations , communications , 
and safety-food and personal . Managers of small nursing homes indi­
cated no current training being done (Table IV) . Managers of 79 per­
cent of the .large nursing homes and . 64 percent of the small homes con- . 
sidered sanitation and personal hygiene the most  important skills and . 
knowledge for food preparation workers . This agreed with the findings 
of Peay (1969) . However, Alphin (1970) and . Wilson (1970) found that 
the area considered mos t  impo�tant by managers was principles of quantity 
food preparation and service . In the present study , menu terminology . 
and basic mathematics were considered least important by managers of  
large nursing homes . 
TABLE IV 
FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS' RESPONSES� �LATING TO TRAINING OF FOOD PREPARATION WORKE� 
Skills and Knewledge 
Human relat�ons 
Communications 
Sanitation ,and personal 
hygiene 
Menu te�min$1egy 
Principles of nutriti�n as 
Presently 
Training 
iargeB - .SmallC 
14 --
14 --
14 --
14 --
related to food preparation �4 --
Use of standar4ize4 recipes 
Principl�s of . quantity food . 
preparation 
Food preparati�n �or 
modified diets 
Quality stand�r4s ef ._feed�-
proper food .handling and 
storage 
Use and . care . of equipment 
S�fety--food an� · persenal · 
Basic m�thematics 
Work · simplif!cation 
Supervisory . �echniqu�s 
�xpressed.as percents. 
- � ' 
14 --
14 . --
21 --
14 --
21 ·, 
21 --
14 --
14 --+ 
21 --
Most 
Im2ort!at 
Large Sm.all . 
27 18 
14 9 
79 64 - 9 
21 . --
29 --
14 , 9 
21 --
29 --
29 --
14 --
-- 9 
14 --
7 � -
Nursing Home 
Large - Small · 
50 27 
43 27  
43 27 
50 44 
50 18 
57 18 · 
57 18 
36 9 
50 9 
57 36 
50 44 
29 18 
� 27 
50 27 
ae.1enaibilitx 
Outside 
�CCI 
Large Small 
14 --
14 9 
14 18 
14 9 
21 . 36 
14 18 
-- 18 
14 · 27 
29 9 .  
14 18 
14 9 
21 44 -- 27 
-- 27 · 
bLarge saiiiple included 14 nursi�g _homes in · West Tennessee� SO . beds or larger. 
C . , Small sample included ll· nursing· homes in . Wes� . Tennessee , 25�so · beds • .  _ 
Shared 
Large 
29 
36 
50 
29 
21 . 
21 
29 
36 
29 . 
21 
36 
36 
29 
36 
Small 
73 
64 
54 
44 
44 
64 
64 
64 
89 
44 
44 
36 
44 
44 
N 
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Managers of large nursing homes · generally regarded training as a 
nursing home responsibility _except in the areas of sanitation and personal 
hygiene and basic mathe�tice which were consid�red . shared responsi• 
��lities. Opinions . concerning food preparatio� for modified _diet� were 
equally divided between nursing home and - shared responsibilities. 
Managers of small nursing homes·considered training of.food preparation 
workers �to be a shared responsibility in all · sk�lls and knowledge .areas 
listed. 
�, Service Workers 
A- manager from one . nursing home in the large group indicated 
that they were t�aining food · service workers in t�e areas of use and care · 
of equipment and lim�ted , knowledge of modified diets (Table V). Managers 
of 79 percent ,of ·th� large nursing homes and 73 percent , of the small · 
homes regarded sanitation and . personal . hygiene as the . mast . important . 
of the skills and knowledge listed . Peay (1969) also reported sanita-
tion .and personal hygiene as .being most important for this employee 
category. 
Fi�ty percent or more . of the managers of large nursipg homes 
thought th�t �he responsibility for training food service workers 
should be assumed by the nursing home in all ·areas of skills and know­
ledge . In contrast, managers of small nursing homes felt that the 
training responsibility should be.shared by the nursing home and an 
o�tside agency with the. exception of training concerning menu termin�logy . 
which they felt should be the responsibility of the nursing ho�e� 
TABLE V 
FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS' RESPONSESa RELATING TO TRAINING OF FOOD SERVICE WORKERS 
Skills and Knowledge 
Human relations 
Cemmunications 
Sanitatton and personal· 
hygiene. 
Safety--foed and .personal . 
Foed display and · service 
Quality standards for food , 
Use and care of equipment 
Menu terminology . 
Limited knowledge.of feed 
preparation 
Work simplification 
Limited knowledge of 
modified diets 
Presently 
Training 
Largeb Small c 
-- --
-- · --
-- ---- --
-- ---- --
7 ---- --
-- ---- --
7 --
8Expressed as percents. 
Most 
Imeortant 
Large Small 
29 18 
14 , --
79 73 
14 --
14 --
14 --
21 --
7 --
7 9 
7 
7 ; --
ResD«UiibiiitI 
Outside 
Nursing Home Agencx 
Large Small· Large Small 
50 36 14 --
50 36 14 9 
50 36 21 18 
50 44 21 9 
57 36 14_ 9 
50 . 18 14 9 
57 36 7 9. 
64 54 14 --
71 36 -- 9 
64 44. -- 9 . 
50 27 7 18 
bLarge . sample •includ�d - 14 nurstng µemes in·�eet re�essee, 5p ·beds or larger. 
C . . : • . Small sample included 11 nursing pomes. in West Tennessee, 25-sp · beds • 
.. ' 
Shared 
Large Small 
21 : 64 
29 54 
29 44 
29 44 
14 , 54 
21 73 
21 54 
7 .  44 
14 64 
21 44 
21 54 
C! 
Food Sanitation Workers 
Only _ one large nursing ho�e indicated current training o� food 
sanitation workers in all areas of skill� and knowledge list�d (Ta�le 
VI). Two homes . had training in sanitation and personal· hygiene. 
Managers of 93 percent of the large homes . and 82 percent.of the small· 
homes considered sanitation and personal hygiene the most important 
of .skills and knowl�dge for this employee category .  
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Fifty-seven percent . or more of the managers of large homes 
regarded training of food sanitation workers as . a nursing home . responsi� 
bility. Forty-four percent or more of the .small nursing home 1 managers . 
theught the responsibility for training in most areas should be shared, 
with the exception of work simplification, whic� was thought to be the 
responsibility of . the nursing home. 
III. PROBLEMS RELATED TO FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL 
Nursing home administrators� were . asked what they considered to 
be the major problems related to food . service personnel. The results 
are· given in Table VIII , Appendix B. The · problem most frequently 
mentioned - (14 percent . of the large nursing home group and 18 percent 
of the small group) was lack of qualified people. A lack . of qualified 
food service workers also was, found by Peay (1969), Alphin (1970) 
and Wilson (1970) in their . studies. Two administrators of the large 
nursing home group (14 percent) indicated that -_sanitation was a major 
problem. Other problems.mentioned were use of special equipment, low 
/ 
TABLE VI 
FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS' RESPONSES� RELATING TO. TRAINING OF FOOD SANITATION WORKERS 
Rea!!nsibili�I 
Presently Most . Outside 
Train,ng Igertant Nursing Heme �enc! 
Skills and Kn�ledge Larae� Smallc Larae . Small Larae Sqll Larae Small 
Human relations 7 -- 36 9 64 36 14 -
Communications . 7 -- 14 .· -- 64 36 7 9 · 
Sanitation and - personal 
hygiene 14 -- 93 82 57 36 7 18 
Safety--foed and personal 7 -- 14 -- 64 44 14 9 
Use and· care of . equipment 7 - -- 21 -- 64 27 7 18 
Wark simplification 7 -- 14 -- 71 54 7 --
8Expressed · as percents. 
b Large sample included 14 nursing homes in West Tennessee, 50 beds or larger. 
C Small .sample . include_d ·11 nursing homes in · West Tennessee, 25-50 betle . 
Shared 
Large Small 
21 64 
29 64 
43 44 
36 44 
29 54 
21 44 
N ..... 
pay and - personnel attitudes. One , administrator from the large group 
mentioned laber turnover as a problem. Forty-three percent of the 
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large group . and 36 percent . of the small · group indicated.no maj or 
problems related to food . service personnel� This was . usually attri­
buted to stable employees and little employee . turnover. In ·Alphin's 
study (1970) , one-third of the small · hespitals ' administrators indicated 
that the�e were no probl� related to food service personnel. Wilson · 
(1970) reported .that two administrators from small hospitals (25-100 
beds) in West Tennessee · did not list .any problems of maj or concern. 
Al� problems listed by hospital administrators in Wilson's study were 
related to persons in . submanagerial categories. Difficulty with 
managerial personnel ·was not. repor_ted. 
IV. QUALIFICATIONS DES IRED FOR FOOD · SERVICE MANAGERS 
Nursing home acbi,.inietrators . were . asked to list qualifications 
they would look for when hiring a person to be in charge of the food 
s·ervice. Responses to this question are listed in Table IX, Appendix 
B .  Experience was the qualification desired most o�ten .by adminis­
trators of both · groups (71 percent of the large nursing homes and , 44 
percent of the small homes) . Th�s agrees .with . Alph�n ' s  study (1970) . 
Hospital administrators in.the study by Peay (1969) indicated American 
Dietetic Association . membership as the most d�sirable qualific�tion ,  
Ed�catt,n was mentioned in the present study as a desired quali­
fication by 29 percent of the administrators of large nursing 
homes. Fourteen percent of the large and 27 percent 
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of the small · group considered training a de�ired qualifi�atiQn, although 
none of the administ�ators reported training to be a major prob�em. 
Administrators of 29 percent of the large nursing homes - listed neatness 
and interest in job as desirable .qualities. Ad�inistrators . of 27 per�ent 
of the small nursing homes listed neatness and ability to get along 
wit� others. Other qualificatio�s ment�oned were job knowledge ,  dedtca- . 
tion, leadefship, reliability, ability to supervise personnel and · ability 
to prepare · therapeutic diets. The outstanding qualities desirable for 
food service managers in the minds of administrators were good · educa­
tional background, previous experience and training in the food service 
field. 
V .  EDUCATION AND WORK , EXPERIENCE OF · 
FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS 
The food service managers were asked about their . formal · education and· 
work · exp.erience. Twenty-seven percent . of managers in . small nursing· 
homes had previous . work experience in . the food service field. Their 
experience ranged from one . year . to 15 . years or longer. · Fi�ty-seven . 
percent .of th� managers in large homes had previous . experience ranging_ 
from one , year . to 15 years or longer. The · managers also were asked abo_ut 
the length . of their present employment (Table X, Appendix B) . In · the 
large nursing homes, three managers had been employed for less than one 
year, th�ee were employed from one to four.years, one between . lO·and 
14 years, six between five and nine years, and·one had been at the same 
location for 15 years or longer. In the ·small nursing homes, three 
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managers had been employed , by their present instit�tion for one to four 
years, five for five to nine years, and two for 10 to 14 years. 
Only one of the managers of a small nursing home was - a college 
graduate compared to two of . the managers in the large group. One of . 
the small home.managers had completed 13 years of formal education and 
one had completed 14 years. Two of the managers from the small·group 
had high school diplomas compared to eight high school graduates �n the 
large group. Five managers from small nursing homes never completed 
high scbool; two large nursing home managers did . not complete high 
school. All managers of both groups had completed a minimum of eight . 
years of school. During formal education, 7 percent of the managers 
of large nursing homes and 18 percent . of the managers of small . homes 
had received training in the food service . field. Only one manager : from . 
the large group and one from the small group were me�bers of the .. American. 
Diet�tic Association. 
Food service managers were asked if they had attendeq continuing 
education or training programs in the food service field during the 
las t two years (Table XI, Appendix B). None of the managers reported 
attendance of nursing home sponsored management development courses. 
Tw�nty-one percent of the managers of large homes . reported atten-
dance of workshops, 14 percent . reported attendance of professions . 
or trade conventions, and 7 percent of the managers had attended 
adult education courses, vocational education courses, and college 
courses. Nine percent of the managers of small homes had . 
attended vocational education courses . and·professions or trade · 
conventions. 
Vacant Positions 
VI .. FOOD SERVICE .EMPLOYMENT NEEDS 
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Nursing home administrators were asked if vacancies for the . 
positions of dietitians and persons in charge of the . food . service 
existed (Table XI I ,  Appendix B). One administrator of a small·nursing 
home indicated a vacancy for a dietitian. One , administrator of a . large 
home reported vacant positions . but did not indicate whether he was 
seeking a dietitian or a food service manager • .  One administrator of 
a large nursing home reported that the home could not - afford . to employ 
a dietitian. Administrators also were asked if new positions for dieti� 
tians and persons . in charge of the food service would be created in the 
next five years. Fo�r small nursing homes indicated future needs for 
a dietitian and two small homes . indicated they would need food · servic� 
managers. Two large nursing hom�s anticipated needs for both dieti­
tians and food service managers. Three others anticipated needing only 
food . service managers. 
Food . service managers were asked·how many positions . were vacant 
at . that time in each of the job classi!ications (Table XI.II , Appendix , 
B). Managers of 100 percent of the small nursing homes reported no 
vacant positions at the time of the survey. Managers of 93 percent 
of the . large nursing homes indicated no vacancies. A manager of ·one 
large nursing home indicated positions · available for one person in the 
managerial category and one in the supervisory category. 
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Managers also were asked if they anticipated adding any positions 
to the food service within the next five years. Managers of 27 percent, 
of the small nursing homes· indicated they did anticipate .. new .. positions 
because of expansion of facilities. One manager indicated future .posi� 
tions but had not·determined for.which classification. , One indicated 
positions for food . preparation workers but did not indicate the number . 
that would be needed. Another indicated positions would . be available 
for supei-vieory personuel and·food preparation workers . Managers of 
73 percent of the small · homes indicated no new positions would be 
available in the food service department in the next five years. Managers 
of 43 percent of the large nursing homes anticipated addition of positions 
because of increased patient load. One manager reported that·they were 
planning to . begiu serving meals to nursing home employees other than 
those in the dietary department who were already receiving meals. 
Thirty-six percent of the managers of . large homes indicated positions·. 
would be available for food preparation workers, ·7 · percent indicated 
positiens.for food service workers, an4 14 percent indicated positions , 
for food sanitation workers. Managers of 43 percent of the large homes . 
did not :anticipate new positions . to be . available within five years. 
The· managers also were asked in which . classification jobs were 
most difficult to fill. Four managers of large nursing homes and two· 
of small homes indicated the managerial category was. most . difficult te 
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fill. So�e reasons given for this response were lack of educated people 
and . lack of experienced people in the geographic area. Two managers 
of , large homes and three of.small homes · indicated the supervisory 
category as being most , difficult to fill because of . lack .of experienced 
people available and · lack of knowledge in �food . preparation • . Five . 
managers of large homes and · three of small homes reported that food , 
preparation workers were most difficult to replace. One , manager from 
each category reported that the food sanitation worker was most diffi­
cu.lt te replace . The small home manager stated that this possi�ly was · 
because men do not like to do sanit•tion work. 
Labor Turnover 
In other studies labor turnover has been .recognized as . a  problem 
in · food service departments (Peay, 1969; Alphin, 1970 and Wilson, 1970) . 
In .the present study, only one administrator, from the large . nursing 
home , group, mentioned labor turnover as a problem related to food service 
personnel • . One administrator of a large nursing hQme reported 10 percent ,. 
employee separation in . the food service during the month ; preceding th� . 
survey . No separations . were reported by administrators . of small·nursing · 
homes. Five administrators of large nursing homes and.two administra­
tors of.small nursing homes did not respond to the question regarding .. 
total number of separations in the food service. Food service managers , 
of 43 percent of the large nursing . homee indicated that th� greatest 
amount of labor turnover occurred in the food . preparation worker cate­
gory (Table XIV, Appendix , B). Food service workers and . food . sanitation 
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workers had the next highest rate of turnover (21 percent) . M�nagers 
of 44 percent of the small nursing homes reported that the greatest amount 
of turnover in their food services occurred in . the food preparation worker 
category . Two· managers. of small nursing homes (18 percent) indicated 
that the highest turnaver occurred with food sanitation workers . 
VII . EXISTING TRAINING PROGRAMS, 
Food service managers were asked to indicate the types of training 
programs in which their employees had participated during the last two 
years. Managers of 57 percent of the large nursing homes reported 
that there had been . no particip�tion in any type of training - program 
during the last two years. One manager of a large home reported that 
supervisory. personnel had attended a health department food handling 
sanitat�on course ; an� food preparation workers , food. service workers , 
and food· sanitation workeis had · attended inservice training •. One manager ­
of a large nursing home reported that food sanitation workers attended · 
inservice training from Nashville twice a month. Another manager in 
this category reported that food . sanitation workers attended inservice . 
training by the American Dietetic Association for one hour cnce a 
month. Managers of 64 percent of the small nursing hom�s reported no 
participation in traini�g programs during the last two years. One 
manager - of a small · home reported that food sanitation workers attended 
inservice training by the American Dietetic Associ,tion once each wee�. 
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Vocational education courses were attended by supervisory personnel 
in 14 percent of the large homes and 9 percent of the small homes (Table 
XV, Appendix ·B). Food preparation workers, food service workers and 
food sanitation · workers in ·l8 percent . of the small · homes also attended 
vocational education courses. Adult education courses were attended 
by supervisory personnel and food preparation workers in 7 percent·. of 
the large homes and by food preparation workers, food . service workers, 
and food sanitation workers in 9 percent of the small homes. In the 
large nursing home category, workshops were attended by all employee 
classifications in.one home and attended in two homes . by managerial 
personnel. Managerial personnel in 18 percent of the small · nursing 
homes and food preparation workers in 9 percent of the small homes. 
participated in workshops. Prof�ssional or trade conventions were 
attended by managerial personnel in one large home and by supervisory 
personnel in one small home. Managerial and supervisory personnel of 
7 percent of the large homes attended college courses. 
Fo�al training programs were reported to extst in 7 percent of 
large and 9 percent of small · nursing homes. Types of training programs 
and people responsible for the training are shown in Table XVI ; Appendix 
B. · One large nursing home provided classroom education - taught . by the 
food service manager. Other food service personnel and personnel depart­
ment employees were responsible . for all training that was done in the 
small nursing home category. Indoctrination was . the type of training 
used most frequently by nursing homes . 
CHAPTER , V · 
SUMMARY 
Employinent an� training needs of . 25 nursing home food seryice , 
departments in West Tennessee were investigated. These.were �grouped 
accordtng to . bed c:apacity ;l.nt·o two categories: (1) 25 to 50 beds; an� 
(2) 50 to 300 beds. Information was obtained by means of questionnaire� 
and personal·interviews with _nursing home administrators and : food. 
service managers. 
Food . sei-vice managers were asked for their . opinions concerning 
the responsi�i�ities and importance of training for nursing h��e food · 
service personnel in each of five categories : managerial, supervisory, 
food preparation worker, food service worker, and.food . sanitation 
worker. 
Management principles was ,considered as . the most important.skills 
area for managerial personnel , However, none of the large nursing homes · 
in the .group surveyed were conducting managerial training in any area 
and enly one small nursing home . indicated training in quantity food · 
preparation and service, menu planning, and use . and care of equipment. 
In general, managers of large homes indicated managerial training as 
the responsibiU.t:y o� an outside agency whereas managers of s111all · homes · 
noted that �he nursing home should be responsible. 
Managers of large hom�s regarded principles ·of nutrition and · die.t 
therapy as most important for supervisors. Managers of small · home� 
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indicated more frequently that human rel•tions ·was the most . important 
skill . Manager� of large nursing homes · consid�red . training . for the 
sup.ervisory category as the responsibility of the nursing home , for all · 
areas except principles of nutrition and diet therapy . Only one . large 
nursing home , and one small · home were conducting training for supervisors . 
Managers of 79 percent of the laige nursing home� and . 64 percent 
of the small homes - con•idered sanitation .and · personal hygiene the mos � 
important · skills and · k.nowl�ge - for food preparation workers . On*y 21 , 
percent or less of the managers of large hemes indicated present · training 
in this category. Managers of small n�rsing home� · indicated no current 
training programs • .  Managers of large homes . generally regarded training 
as a . nursing home responsibility ; managers of small homes · considered 
training of food prepar,ation workers as a shared responsibility • .  
Managers of . 79 percent of the large group and 73 percent of t�e 
small . group regarded sanitation and personal hygiene as most  important .. 
of the skills and · knowledge l�sted for food .service workers .  Fifty 
percent or more of the managers of . large nursing homes thought ,0that . _the 
responsibility for training . food . service wfrkers shQuld be assume4. by 
the nursing home . H�ever , only one large home reported current train• 
ing . Managers of small · nursing homes felt that the training responsi­
bility should be shared by the nursing home and an outside agency . 
None of the small h�mes , were . training at - the time of the survey . 
Managers of 93 percent . of the large homes . and · 82 percent . of th� 
small · homes considered sanitation and personal ·hygiene the most . importan� 
of the skills and knowledge . for food sanitation workers . Fifty-seven ·. 
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percent or more of the managers regarded training as a nursing home 
responsibility. Twenty-one percent indicated current training. Forty­
four percent or more of the small homes considered training a shared 
responsibility, but none of them were conducting training programs. : 
When nursing home administrators were asked what they consid,red 
as the major problems related to food service personnel, the most 
frequent response was lack of qualified personnel. Perhaps training 
might be one . answer to this problem. 
Nursing home administrators were asked to list qualifications 
they would look for in a food service manager. Experience was the 
qualification mentioned most . often. Ot�ers were job knowledge, dedica­
tion, leadership, reliability, ability to supervise personnel, and ability 
to prepare therapeutic diets. 
Employment needs of the 25 nursing homes surveyed consisted of 
positions for a dietitian, a food service manager, and a food serv�ce . 
supervisor. Anticipated employment . needs i�cluded personnel for each 
employee classification with food preparation worker most 1 frequently 
forecasted. 
This study indicated that some present and anticipated future 
vacancies in nursing home food . service departments do exist. The · need 
for training for food service workers is indicated by the email percen­
tage o� nursing homes conducting personnel training programs. Even 
though training did exist in some nursing homes in the survey, th� areas 
of . skills and knowledge considered most important for employees were 
not . always the areas being taught . 
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX ,A  
Dear 
In . order to identify present training needs for food · service 
personnel · in nursing home dietary departments in Tennessee, we are 
initiating a pilot study of selected nursing homes to be used as a .­
basis for a more· detailed survey later on. 
The purpose of this study . is . to provide basic factual informa­
tion needed for th• development of meaningful educational programs 
for the f�od service industry throughout . the state . 
Realizing th•t everyone in . administration is : more . than busy, 
we would be most · appreciative of your cooperation in filling out t�e 
enclosed short . questionnaire . Pl�ase return th�. queetionnaire by . 
Enclosures 
Since.rely, 
Mary Jo Hitchcock, Ph • .  D .  
Associate . Professor 
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DEPARTMENT OF FOOD SCIENCE AND INSTITUTION ADMINIS.TRATION 1 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE ;: KNOXVILLE · 
SURVEY OF NURSING HOME FOOD SERVICE ,DEPARTMENTS 
. .  QUESTIONNAIRE. I I 
Please check and/or answer each item in the space indicated : 
4S 
1 .- Nursi�g Home ----....... -------------------� 
2 .  Address ---...... ---.--------------------
3. Number of beds ___ ,....., ___________________ _ 
4. Is your food service department operated by : 
(a) the nursing home ---------­ (b) contract food service ----
(c) others . (spec!fy) . _ -----....... -------------
5. What groups other than residents are . served meals · by the food . 
service department :  
(a) personnel · _________ (b) visitors --�----- ( c) others 
(d�scribe) 
6. Are · you planning an expansion program within the .next five · years : 
(a) yes . (b) no ---------------
7. If ·yes , ho� many additional beds ......... ---------------
46 
TABLE VII 
LIS T OF LICENSED NURSING HOMES IN TENNESSEE · BY NUMBER·OF BEDS 8 
!umber of Beda 
0-25 26-50 51-100 101-150 150-30 · Total 
West . 8 22 16 5 2 53 
Middle 26 32 22 4 1 85 
East 24 18 18 1 2 63 
Total 58 72 56 10 5 201 
a Directory of Nursing Homes , 1969 (Nash ville : Hospital Licensing 
Board ; Nashville, Tennessee). 
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Dear 
As basis . for future develepment of food service training programs, 
a study.conducted by the Department 1 of Food · Science and.lnstitution 
Administrat�on at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, is .being con� 
ducted to investigate the training needs of food service personnel in 
Tennessee. Your administrator has graciously accepted to continue the 
study in - this nursing home ,. A thirty-1Dinute appointment for .an inter­
view with yo� was established to occur _on 
If. this appointment is not .correct, please notify me . as . soon . as · possible 
by calltng (901) 424-0424. 
In a previous . study, food service managers indicated · that 
answering th� enclosed·questionnaire in advance of the int-rview would 
provide more time for stu4y. Your response to this questionnaire 
will provide useful information in assessing the training needs of 
food service personnel. If · difficulty is encountered in answeripg 
the questicnnaire, it can be answered .during the int�rview. The 
questionnaire will be collected at the interview. · 
Your cooperation in supplying informatton for the study is 
greatly appreciated. The interviews will be conducted by Mrs. Bettye 
Smith, 708 West Forest, Ja�kson, Te�nessee; 
MJH/ws 
En.closure 
Sincerely, 
Mary J� .Hitchcock, Ph •. D ,  
Associate : Professor 
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II. Code ----
DEPARTMENT OF FOOD SCIENCE · AND INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATIO� 
THE · UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE · 
NURS ING HOME , 
SURVEY OF NURSING HOME FOOD SERVICE .PERSONNEL 
QUESTIONNAIRE II . TO FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS 
QUESTIONNAIRE II  INSTRUCTIONS 
---------------------------
LOCATION ---------..... -....-po------�----.-.-----------------------------
(Street Add�•••> (City) 
The tasks, skills, and .knowledge of food service personnel are divided 
int� five job classifications. 
1. Managerial : Dieti�ians, food . service managers 
2. Supervisory ; Food service supervisors for both � food , 
preparation and service. 
3. Food . Preparation Workers : Cooks, bakers, salad preparation 
workers and · helpers. 
4. Food Service Workers : Waitresses, counter attendants · or 
cafeteria aides, and relat�d positions. 
5. Fo�d Sanitation Workers : Dish washers, pot and · pan washers, 
porters . 
If an employee performs tasks in other than his own department, but · 
one 1 of these tasks is performed in the food service depart�ent . theri 
he should - be included · in . the categery in which the greater part · of 
his duties fall (60 percent). 
Training will be considered to be any type of preplanned ·seq�ence · of 
experiences designed to increase the skills and knowledge of t�e 
employees. 
Please read the tasks, skills, and · knowledge required to personnel - in . 
each j ob classification listed on the following pages. Complete . the 
following instructions. 
1. If you . think additional tasks .. are requil'ed in any job 
classification, write them at .the 1bottom of . the list • . 
2. In .the skills and . knowledge list (see pages 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7) indicate with a check (x) the areas in which you 
think training ought to be a nursing hQme responsibility ; 
the areas in which you think training ought to be the 
responsibility of other agencies such as governmental, 
educational or professional agencies ; the areas , in which 
you think training should be a shared or mutual responsi­
bility between . nursing homes and other agencies ; or the areas 
EMPLOYEE 
CATEGORY: 
GENERAL 
TASKS: 
SPECIFIC 
TASKS · 
PERFORMED: 
Skills and 
Management 
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in which food service personnel have previously been 
trained in this nursing home food service. 
3. In _the skills and .knowledge list, circle the areas .in 
which you think are the most important for food service 
personnel in the variou� job classifications to. know in 
order to perform their job proficiently. 
Managerial--Dietitians and Food , Service Managers . 
Plans, organizes, directs, coordinates and controls human, 
physical and.financial resources of food service departments 
in order to achieve depart�ent.and organization goals. If 
part of a larger system, interprets departmental goals, 
objectives, and needs. 
Plans and directs operation of food service department . ·· Pro­
cures or consults ·in procuring food and supplies and . equip­
ment. Maintains adequate record keeping and cost control 
measures. St�diee and .analyzes records and · procedures to 
improve utilization of departmental resources. Plans or 
directs planning menus according to nutrition principles, 
directs food preparation and service. Maintains appropriate 
sanitary and safety standards. Selects , t�ains, supervises, 
and evaluates personnel according to job performance standards. 
May instruct groups or individuals in nutrition or diet 
selection . May write for technical journals or prepare 
educational material on food and proper nutrition. 
Resoonsibilitv should be assumed bv · Nursing 
1 1 Nursing Outside 
: Home ,Now 
Knowled2e 1 Home Agencv Shared Trains 
Principles 
' � 
Food Procurement. 
Record Keeping (finan-
cial . oersonnel) 
Human Relations 
Communications 
Layout and Design of 
Eauioment and Plant 
Human Nutrition and Food 
Science 
Quantity Food Prepara-
, i 
tion and Service 
Menu Plannin2 
Personnel Administration 
Use and · Care of Eouipment I 
1check areas in this column that are . most . important for this 
employee category. 
EMPLOYEE 
CATEGORY: 
Supervisory: Food service supervisors for both food 
preparation and servic�. 
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GENERAL 
TASKS: 
Uses independent judgment to direct activities of subordinate 
personnel in such a way that plans , policies , and · directions . 
of management are carried out. 
SPECIFIC 
TASKS 
PERFORMED: 
Supervised employees in food service department , in production , 
an4 service , and .in maintaining cleanliness· of department . 
and equipment . "Instructs workers in methods of performing 
duties and assigns and · coordinates work of employees to pro­
mote efficiency of. operations. "2 Keeps and maintains records 
as directed by management such as meals served , food cost, 
usage level of food and supplies. May supervise service of 
meals to nursing home patients and · assist in planning modi­
fied diets. May assist management in purchasing and procure­
ment of food and supplies , cost accounting , evaluating and 
training employees , and . planning for change. 
Responsibility should be assumed by Nursing 
Nursing Outside Home Now 
Skills and Knowled2e Home A2encv Shared Trains 
Menu Terminolo2v I 
Principles of Nutrition 
and Diet Therapy 
Use and Care of EQuipment 
Human Relations 
Communications 
Sanitary and Safety 
I I 
Standards 
I 
I 
Mathematics as Related 
to Cost Control 
Principles and Standard� 
of Quantity Food Service 
and Preparation 
Effective Use of Non-
Supervisory Personnel 
i Maintaining Records I 
2 U. S. Department . of Labor , 1965. Dictionary of Occupational 
Titles , Vol. I ,  3rd Ed. , p. 294 (Washington , D. C. : u .. s .  Government 
Printi�g O�fice). 
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EMPLOYEE 
CATEGORY : 
Food Preparation Workers : Cooks , Bakers , Salad Preparation 
Workers and Helpers . 
GENERAL 
TASKS : 
Performs operations necessary to . convert raw food to product 
ready for distribution and service . 
SPECIFIC 
TASKS 
PERFORMED : 
Un4er the direct supervision of the Chief Cook , performs 
preliminary processes of . preparing food to be cooked such 
as washing , dicing , peeling , slicing , etc . , weighing or 
measuring food if necessary . Combines food . items accord-· 
ing to prescribed recipe . Cooks food by appropriate method · 
following specified procedure . Prepares food for service 
by slicing , portioning , panning ,garnishing , etc , 3 Evaluate� 
product .  
Resoonsibi litv should be assumed b, �ursing 
4 !Nursing Ouside liome Now 
Skills and Knowled2e Home A�ency Shared rrrains 
Human . Relations 
Communications 
Sanitation and Personal 
Hvs;dene 
Menu Terminolo2v 
Principles of Nutrition , 
as Related to Food 
Preoaration 
Use of Standardized Recioes 
Principles of Quantity 
Food Preoaration 
Food . Preparation for 
Modified Diets 
-
Quality Standards of Food--
Proper Food Handling and 
Stora2e 
Use and Care of Eauioment 
Safetv--Food and Personal 
Basic Mathematics 
Work Simolification 
Suoervisorv Techniaues 
3u.  s .  Department of Health , Education , and Welfare , 1961 . Food 
service industry training programs and facilities. Vocational Division 
Bulletin 298 , p .  12 (Washington , D .  c . : U . S .  Government Printing Office) . 
4check areas in this column that are most important for this 
employee category . 
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EMPLOYEE 
CATEGORY: 
Food Service Workers: Waitresses, cafeteria aides or : counter 
attendants and . related positions. 
GENERAL 
TASKS: 
Serves food . to residents and others in specified manner. 
SPECIFIC 
TASKS 
PERFORMED : 
Portions food into dishes. Se�es food . for resident meals 
or on cafeteria line. Takes orders and serves food at 
tables. Sets up steam table or cafeteria counter for service. 
Changes linen and sets tables. May assemble food onto 
residents trays and serve trays to residents • . May visit : 
residents to colle�t menus. May clear tables and ret�rn 
dishes to kitchen. May collect residents tr•ys for return. 
to kitchen. May work at soda fountain. May clean silver 
and make coffee � May perform other misce+laneous tasks 
re+ated to serving food. 
Responsibility shoulc be assumed bv Nursing 
!Nursing Outside Home . Now 
Skills and Knowledge Rome A�encv Shared Trains 
Human · Relations 
Communications 
Sanitation and Personal 
Hvs;tiene 
Safety-- Food and Personal 
Food Display and Service 
Quality Standards for Fooc 
Use and Care of E_guipmen t 
Menu Terminolo�y 
Limited . Knowledge of Food 
Preparation 
Work Simplication 
Limited Knowledge of 
Modified Diets 
EMPLOYEE · 
CATEGORY: 
Food Sanitation Workers: 
and porters. 
Dishwashers, pot and · pan washers , 
Maintains sanitary standards of utensils and equipment used 
53 
GENERAL 
TASKS: in food preparation and service. Maintains sanitary standards 
of physical plant . 
S�ECIFIC 
TASKS 
PERFORMED: 
Washes and sanitizes . dishes , pots and pans. Cleans heavy 
stationary equipment and .. walk-in-refri:gei;-ators � .:"Sweeps 
and mops floors. R�ove t trash �and garbage. May wash walls 
and windows. May assist in moving supplies. May assist · 
in simple food preparation such as breaking eggs, opening 
cans and packaged items, and·preparing produce. May trans: 
port food service equipment such as food carts. 
Responsibility should be assumed bv �ursing 
Nursing - Outside Home Now 
Skills and Knowled2e Home A2encv Shared rrains 
Human·Relations 
Communications . -
Sanitation and Personal 
Hv2iene � 
Safetv--Food and Personal 
Use and Care of Eauioment 
Work.Simolication 
-
. 
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Check the type of training programs that your employees.have . participated 
in the last two ,years. 
·Employee 
Classi­
fi ti ca on 
Managerial--
not 
Interviewer . 
Suoervisorv 
Food 
Preparation 
Workers 
Foor Service 
Workers 
Food 
Sanitation 
Workers 
· Vocation 
Educatign 
Courses 
: 
T voe o f T i i ra n na p roaram 
'Adult Profession 
Education or Trade College Other 
Courses6 Workshops . Conventions Courses (Soecifv) 
\ 
" 
I 
If you have personal · comnients to make about this questioiuiaire please . 
write .them on this page . 
5 Vocation education program is a series of comprehensive 
courses designed to teach.a specific skill or area of knowledge • . 
6Adult education program is only one or several courses designed 
to teach a unit or area of knowledge. 
DEPARTMENT OF FOOD SCIENCE·AN� INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION 
THE; UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE ; KNOXVILLE 
NURSING HOME 
SURVEY OF NURSING HOME FOOD SERVICE PERSONNEL 
QUESTIONNAIRE , !!!. TO -SELECTED NURSING HOMES 
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---------------------------
LOCATION ---------------------------------------------------------
(Str•et ' Address) (City) 
I. ASK THE NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATOR: 
1. (a) What is your job title ---------------­
(b) Your name ----------------------
(c) Haw many years have you been . administrator of thts nu�sing 
hotlle ------------------------
2. Is .this nursing home operated by a hospital or any other type 
of special patient care institution: (a) yes (b� no ____ 
(If no, proceed to question 4. 
3. W�t is the name, location, and bed capacity. of the .hospital . 
or special patient care institution: . 
(a) 
(b) 
Name Location Bed Capacity 
4. As .a nursing home . administrator, wh�t do you consider yeur maj or 
problems relating to food service personnel: 
(a) ---------------------- (b) ---------------------------------
(c) (d) 
5 • .  What are qualifications you look for when you hire a person to be 
in charge of this food service: 
(a) 
(c) 
(b) ----------------------------­
(d} -------------------------------
/ , 
6 .  Does this food service receive regular services of.a dietary 
cons�ltant : (a) yes (b) no --
7 .  Are positions for die ti ti ans and person� 1 in charge . of the food 
service presently vacant : (a) (b) no (If no, 
proceed to question 10)� 
8. What · is the number of vacant positions.for dietitians and 
persons in charge of the food.service : . (a) dietitians ---� 
(b) food service manager� ___ _ 
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9. What was. the total.number of separations in food service.during 
the pas t month . What was. the average number . of persons 
on the payroll during the past · month ----
10 • .  Will new posit�ons . for dietitj.ans and persons in charge of the 
food service be created in the next five years : (a) yes ...----
(b) no (If .!!.2., proceed to next part of questionnaire) , · 
11. What will be the number of future : created posit�ons.for 
dietitians and persons in charge of the.food , service : (a) 
dietitians (b) food service managers ___ _ 
II � ASK PERSON IN CHARGE OF THE FOOD SERVICE : 
A .  Food Service Manager's Education Qualificati�ns . 
1. What is your . j ob title : ___________ Name ----------------
2. Had you . had previous work experience in the food service 
field before . you became employed by this institution : 
(a) yes (b) no (If .!!2., proceed to question 4) . 
3 .  How many years have you had work experience · in , the food 
service field prior to being employed by this institution : 
(a) less than 1-year (b) 1-4 years (c) 5-9 
years (d) 10-14 years (e) 15 years or longer 
4. How many years have you worked in thts food·service : (a) 
less than 1-year (b) 1-4 years (c) 5�9 years 
(d) 10-14 years (e) 15 years or longer • 
5. How many years .have you been in charge of this food s�rvice : 
(a) less than 1-year (b) 1-4 years (c) 5-9 
years (d) 10-14 years . (e) 15 years or lQnger.  ,. 
6 .  How many years of · formal , education have yeu . completed : 
(Ci:rcle las t year ccnipleted) (Dietetic -. internship and a 
Master '. s  degree count one . extra year each ) 1 2 .3 4 5 6 . 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17  18 . 
7 ,  During your formal . education did you receive training in . 
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the food service field : (a) yes (b) no (If no , 
proceed to question 9) . 
8 . Which of the following educaUon programs did you attend 
, and · graduate : (a) high scho,l , home . economics . (b) 
vocatioial education program (c) adult education·· 
program (d) 2-year . Junior or comm�nity college . 
�-- (e) 4-year college (f) other (specify) _____ • 
9 .  Are you a member o f  the American Dietetic Association or 
other professional organizations : (a) · yes . (specify) 
(b) no __ 
10. Have you attended continuing education or training· pro­
grams in the food service field in the last 2 years : 
(a) yes (b) no (If n2., proceed to next part 
of questionnaire) . 
11 ,· Which of the following types of education or training 
programs d�d you attend : (a) nursing home sponsored 8 
management development course (b) ad�lt education courses 
( c) vocation education courses . (d) workshops 
(e) professions or trade . conventions (f) 
college co�rses (g) other specify -----
12 . Which of these do you feel would · be most helpful in your 
particular j ob :  (oniy one answer) 
B .  Employment Needs 
1 .  What is the total number of food service employees includ­
ing the manager : ------
2 .  How many of these . are : (a) full time __ __ (b) part · t�me __ __ 
7vocation education program is . a series of comprehensive courses 
designed to · teach a specific �kill or area of knowledge .  
8Adult educat�on program i s  only one o r  several courses designed 
to teach a unit of a skill or area of knowledge . 
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3 .  How many are in these job classification : (a) managerial 
<b) supervisory (c) food preparation workers . 
(d) food . service workers (e) food sanitation 
workers ---
4 .  How many vacant .positions do you - have at the present in . 
e•ch of - these job classifications : (a) managerial ---
(b) supervisory (c) food preparation workers ---
(d) food service workers (e) food sanitation worke�s 
5 .  In ·which classification do you have the greatest labor 
turnover : (a) managerial (b) supervisory ____ _ 
(c) food preparation workers (d) food service workers 
(e) food sanitation workers ---
6 .  In -which classification are . j obs most . difficult to fill : 
(a) managerial (b) supervisory (c) food . prepara-
tion workers (d) food service workers (e) 
food sanitation workers • . 
7 .  In this category why do you think it is the most . difficult 
to fill : 
8 .  Do you anticipate . adding any positions to your . food . service 
within the next five years : (a) yes (b) no ___ ___ 
(If ,no,  proceed to next part .of questionnaire) . 
9 .  For what reason do you plan to add new positions -----------
10. Which classifications will new - positions be created : 
(a) managerial (b) supervisory (c) food prepara-
tion workers (d) food service workers (e) 
food . sanitation workers (f) classification �ot · 
determined ---
C .  Existence of Training Programs 
1. 
9 How many of your employees have had som.e formal . training 
in the food service field before being hired : -------------
9Formal training conducted either on or off the job premise 
includes a preplanned sequence of experiences designed to increase 
skills and knowledge of the trainee (Jolin � !l· ,  1968) . 
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2. HOl!l many of your employees have · not had some . formal · training 
in the food service field before being hired : 
Type of 
3. Does a formal training program exist in this food service : 
(a) yes {b) no (If !!.!?., th�s questi�nnaire is 
completed) . 
4. · In4icate the types. of training programs and the people who 
do the training (on the . following chart). 
Peoule who - do trainin2 
Food Other Food Personnel · 
Training Service Staff Service Department 
Pro2ram Mana2er Dietitian Suoervisor Emplovees Employees 
IndoctrinationlO 
Ori en tationll 
Supervised on-the-
' 
1ob Trainin212 
Classroom Education!� 
Other ( Soecifv) 
10
tndecrination .is the process , of introducing an applicant �to 
the institution, explaining the objectives, policies, and regulations , 
of the institution, and describing the job being considered (Harwood 
il al. , 1968) • 
11 
0rientation is the process of acquainting the emplQyee.to hi$ 
new work.surroundings and to the person with whom he will work (Harwood 
il al. , 1968) • 
12 Supervieed on-the-job training is the instructional process 
conducted by a designated person (usually the employeers immediate 
supervisor) whose instructt�n should increase the . skills and knowledge 
of.the employee up to a satisfactory level for job proficiency (Harwood· 
!!, al. , 1968). 
13c1assroom education training program conducted in a classroom 
environment consists of organized, �replanned subject material designed · 
to meet the particular educational needs of the trainees (Harwood il 
al. , 1968). 
APPENDIX B 
TABLE VIII 
MAJOR PROBLEMS RELATED TO FOOD S ERVICE PERSONNEL · AS REPORTED 
BY NURS ING HOME ADMINISTRATORS � 
Problem 
Sanitation 
Use of special equipment 
Cooking too mu�h food 
Qualified personnel 
Feeling of isolation among personnel 
Labor turnover 
Low pay 
Poor attitudes, complacency 
Cooks 
Special diets 
General and te·chnical education 
No problems 
a 
E�pressed as percents. 
· Nursing Home , Categoq . 
Largeb Sma11c 
14 
7 
7 
14 
7 
7 
7 
7 
43 · 
--
18 · 
9 
9 
9 
36 
b Large sample incl\lded 14 . nursing µomes· in ·West Tennessee, 50 -b�ds 
or.larger. 
cSmall sample , included 11 nursing homes in . West . Tennessee, · 2s-so · 
beds. 
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TABLE IX 
QUALIFICATIONS OF FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS DESIRED BY NU:RSING 
HOME ADMINISTRATORS8 
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�alificatien 
Nursing HGme · category 
Largeb . Sma11c 
Education 
Competence , intelligence 
Job Knowledge 
Dedicatien 
Leadership 
Reliability 
Neatness 
. 
tnterest in j ob 
Ability tQ get . along ,1th others 
Ability to supervise per•onnel 
Expetience 
Coeking experience 
Training 
Ability to prepare therapeutic diets 
�xpressed · as percents. 
29  
14 
21 
7 .  
7 
7 
29 
29 
7 
27 
27 
9 
44 
9 
27 
18 
"L�rge S&lllple included 14 nursing hGmes ·. in "!est Tennessee , 50 · 
beds or . larger. 
cS�all sample tnclude� : 11 nursing hmne, in West ±ennessee , 2s� 
50 beds. 
TABLE X 
LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT OF · FOOD , SERVICE MANAGERS 
BY THEIR PRESENT INSrITUTION 
Numher ef-
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Mana1ers 
EmJ?l!l!ent . Large• s�116 
Less . than 1 year 3 
1-4 years 3 
5-9 ye•rs 6 
10-14 years 1 
15 · years or longer. 1 
8x.arge sample , inc�uded 14 nursing homes · in West Tennessee , 50 
beds or · larger � 
3 
s · 
2 
bsma1i samp�e +ncluded 11 nursing homes 1 in West tennessee, 25�50 
beds. 
TABLE · XI 
TYPES OF EDUCATIONAL OR TRAINING PROGRAMS ATTENDED 
BY FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS a 
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Type ef Training Program 
Nursing Home . Category 
Largeb SmallC 
Nursing home sponsored management 
development course 
Adult education courses 
Vocational education courses 
Workshops 
Professions or trade conventions 
College courses 
8Expressed as percents. 
7 
21 
14 
7 
bLarge sample included 14 nursing homes in West Tennessee, 50 
beds or larger . 
9 
9 
cSmall sample included 11 nursing homes in ·West Tennessee, 25-50 
beds . 
TABLE XII. · 
NUMBER OF PRESENT AND ANTICIPATED VACANCIES AS INDICATED 
BY NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATORS 
64 
Vac�cy 
Dietitian 
Preeept 
Large• Sma116 
Anticipated 
Large• Smallb 
1 
Food Servic� Manager . 
2 
5 
8t.arae sample included 14 nursing homes in West Tennessee, 50 
beds or larger. 
4 
bs�all.sam.ple included 11 nursing homes . in West Te�nes�ee, 25-50 
beds. 
TABLE XIII 
PRESENT AND ANTICIPATED VACANCIES AND DIFFICULTY OF REPLACEMENT · 
AS REPORTED BY · FOOD SERVICE MANAGERSa 
IndicatiQns 
Replacement 
Antici1ated Difficult;x: 
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of 
Large Sma�l� L•r1e Small Large Small · 
Manaaerial 
Supervisory 
Food Preparation Worker 
Food Service Worker 
Food Sanitation Worker 
9 
9 
8Expressed as percents . 
36 
7 
14. 
29 
9 · 14 
18 36 
7 
bL�rae sample included 14 . nu;sing ��mes in West Tennessee, 50 
beds or larger . 
18 
2 7 · 
27 
9 
· csma11 sample inclu4ed 11 �ursing �0mes in West .Tennessee , 25-
50 be4, . 
TABLE �xrv 
EMPLOYEE CATEGORIES OF GREATEST LABOR TURNOVER AS REPORTED 
BY .FOOD , SERVICE MANAGERSa 
Managerial 
Supervisory . 
Food Preparation Worker 
Food Servi ce Worker 
Food Sanitation Worker 
Larae
b 
43 
21 
21 
Nu,:sing Home 
66 
smai1e 
44 
18 · 
"Expree•ed as percents . 
b L.rge . sample included 14 nursins homes in West Tennessee . 50 
beds or larger . 
peds . 
cSmall sam�le inclu1ed 11 nursing pemes in w,st Tennessee , 2S-5Q · 
I : ,  
TABLE XV 
TYPES OF T�NING PROGRAMS PARTICIPATED IN BY FOOD SERVICE 
PERSONNEL8 IN · THE LAST TWO YEARS 
Vecational Adult 
Education Education 
Cou�aes Courses 
Employee Classificatien Largeb Small
c Large Small 
Managerial 
Supervisery 
Food Preparation Workers 
Food Service Workers 
Food Sanitation Workers 
14 
a Expressed as percents. 
9 
18 
18 · 
18 
7 
7 9 
9 
9 
Type :ef Training . Prgra 
Prefeaai�al 
or Trade · 
Workshops Conventiens 
Large Small = Large Small 
14 
7 . 
7 
7 
7 
18 
9 
7 
9 
b I · • • Large s�ple included 14 . �uTsing homes. in West Tennessee, SP �eds or larger. 
C Small sample �ncluded 11 �ur�in• ho�es in West Tennessee , 2?-SP beds. 
College Courses 
Lage Small 
7 
7 
°' " 
TABLE XVI 
TYPES OF EXIS�ING TRAINING PROGRAMS AND PEOPLE RESPONSIBLE FOR TRAINING 
Type ef PTegram 
Indoctrination 
Orientation 
� 
Supervised on-the-j ob training 
Classroom education 
Staff 
Dietitian 
Large& Smallb 
1 --
-- --
-- --
-- --
·P1raen 1tea1en1ible · fer Trainiaa 
Food Service 
Manager Supervisor 
Large• Sma11b Large Small 
2 -- 1 --
-- -- 1 --
-- -- 1 --
1 
E>ther Pe-4 
Service 
Personnel 
Large : Small 
1 1 
-- 1 
1 1 
-i.arge sample included 14 nursing homes in West . Tennessee ,  50 beds or larger . 
bSmall sample included ll _nursing homes in West Tennessee , 25�50 beds . 
Peraennel 
Department 
EmJ!lGie•s 
Large · Small 
-- 1 
-- 1 .  
-- 1 --
°' 
(X) 
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